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#Interaction is the new search
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Chatbots on messaging platforms
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The big picture is quite clear
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Si no lo ves, otros lo verán por tiIf you don’t get it, others will get it for you
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Key components of a destination AI
Smart digital tourist information point & source of actionable customer data for the destination
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Powered by structured data 
sources

Big data

AI chatbot offers personalized
infromation and consumption

options to tourists

Artificial
Intelligence

Facilitates access to tourism
information and consumption

options through tourists' 
favorite digital channels

Omnichannel

• Virtual assistant (or AI chatbot) is powered by Big Data and trained to respond to travelers' requests in 26 languages 
through their favorite communication channels.

• The interactions with tourists allow to capture information and enrich the customer knowledge of the destination.

Enhanced destination business
intelligence

Structured 
customer 
knowledge

Demographics
Behavior
Prefereces
Consumption habits

Transactions
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AI makes destination offerings more accessible and 
attractive to digital travelers
Sharing information and answering user questions (1/3)
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• AI-based virtual assistant (or chatbot) shares information about key points of interest, consumption options and 
destination attractions, such as hotels, restaurants, cultural activities, outdoor activities and stores, according to each 
traveler's search criteria. The final categories and relevant information will be defined with the destination.

Tourisitc routes

Monuments

…

Outdoors
activities

Cultural 
activities

Examples

Restaurants Accomodation Shopping

Cultural calendar

Opening days & 
hours

…

Specialty

Opening days & 
hours

Bookings…

FAQ

Prices & direct 
bookings

…

Listing

Opening days & 
hours

…

Transport

Essential services

…

General 
information
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AI makes destination offerings more accessible and 
attractive to digital travelers
Sharing useful information and answering user questions (2/3)
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“What museums can I 
visit?”

“What touristic activities
are available?”

“Do you know a kids-
friendly hotel?”

“What restaurants do you
recommend?”

Examples

• It offers each tourist an engaging, intuitive and personalized experience. Through its conversational
interface, the virtual assistant (or chatbot) instantly provides each tourist with the relevant
information and/or consumption option in the appropriate language. 
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AI makes destination offerings more accessible and 
attractive to digital travelers
Sharing useful information and answering users’ questions (3/3)
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• Tourists get instant answers to meet all their practical needs, facilitate their travel logistics and enhance their experience
of the destination. 

Examples

“Where can I park my car?”
“Where are the nearest train

stations?”
“Where is the closest

pharmacy?”
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AI facilitates reservations and sales for the 
destination’s local businesses
Fulfil the consumption needs of tourists and encourage direct purchases from local businesses.

• For paid activities or services (tours, hotel reservations, etc.), the virtual assistant displays the
available options and the traveler is redirected to the existing secure booking and payment
interface of the local business.
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Example >> Hotel direct booking Example >> Book an activity
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Virtual assistants captures and centralizes 
information about tourists
Identify trends and consumption patterns

• The virtual assistant (or chatbot) is able to collect in real time, general information about the user such as their
language, email, GDPR opt-in, location and centers of interest… Depending on the topics that the tourist decides 
to address with the virtual assistant, we will also be able to know their travel dates, place of accommodation and other
consumption patterns such as tour reservations or tourist activities. The information collected and the means of 
centralization will be defined with the destination. 

Ayuntamiento Alcalá de Henares Abril 2021
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Example

Statistics abount: 
- Country of origin
- Language
- Key interests
- Consumption habits
- Preferences

Hundreds of daily individual interactions with Quicktext AI
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How does a virtual assistant interact with tourists?
Maximize engagement through an omnichannel approach

• Each tourist can interact with the destination's virtual assistant (or chatbot) through his/her preferred conversation channel, 
facilitating the accessibility and valorization of tourist information: Web, destination App, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger. 
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Destination
mobile app

Whatsapp Facebook 
Messenger

Destination
website
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Increase the visibility of your destination
Leverage destination ambassadors to broadcast destination content

• Optionally, we propose to take advantage of the significant traffic that exists on the websites of the destination's hotels
and events to promote the visibility and cross-selling of tourist attractions, thus creating a network of ambassadors and 
a relationship of mutual interest between the destination website and local attractions. To carry out this partnership, the
destination's virtual assistant could be integrated into the websites of events and hotels that wish to do so (a voluntary
initiative and at no additional cost), in exchange for conversational functionalities specific to their respective activities. 
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Example

Here are my suggestions:

What can I visit on a 
Saturday afternoon?

Destination chatbot on an hotel website
Hotel guest

…
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